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Abstra t
We onsider the following problem: given two nonindependent random variables, nd a quantizer for the rst variable su h that the mutual information
between the quantizer output and the se ond variable is maximized. This
problem an be seen as a quantization problem with an information-theoreti
distortion measure. It arises in numerous resear h areas su h as lassi al data
ompression, neural information pro essing and ryptography. We propose a
survey of these appli ations and analyze a general lo al optimization algorithm
based on known methods for ve tor quantizer design. This algorithm is ompared to agglomerative methods.
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Introdu tion

Let XA 2 XA and XB 2 XB be two nonindependent random variables. We denote
I (XA ; XB ) = H (XA) H (XA j XB ) the mutual information between XA and XB ,
where H (X ) is the entropy of the random variable X . The mutual information is
the amount of information \shared" by the two variables. We wish to quantize XA
using a quantizer mapping : XA ! f1; 2; : : : ; N g so that the mutual information
I ( (XA); XB ) is as high as possible. In other words, we want to lassify the out omes
of XA so that the lasses summarize the features of XA that are relevant to XB . The
mutual information I ( (XA); XB ) is upper-bounded by I (XA; XB ). The upper bound
an be a hieved at the high-resolution quantization limit, that is, for an arbitrarily
high number of lasses. We denote K = (XA) the quantizer output.
This problem is ubiquitous in many di erent resear h areas, and our rst se tion
summarizes the o uren es of this problem known to the author. Next, we show
that the problem is a tually a ve tor quantization problem with the Kullba k-Leibler
divergen e as a distortion measure. We propose a variant of the generalized Lloyd
algorithm, similar to the well-known K-means lustering algorithm. A property of
lo ally optimal quantizers is given, leading to a on ise formula for the ontribution of
a quantization ell in the average distortion. We also des ribe an entropy- onstrained
version of the method that maximizes the mutual information with a onstraint on the
output entropy of the quantizer. This happens to be the goal of a previously published
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method alled agglomerative information bottlene k [11℄. We propose a variation in
this agglomerative algorithm that takes into a ount the hange in output entropy and
ompare the various methods on small and medium s ale data sets. As a on lusion,
we mention the use of Gaussian modeling for handling ontinuous random variables
with Gaussian behaviours.
In general, if XA is ontinuous, should be alled a quantizer, while if XA takes
value on a nite domain, it should rather be alled a lassi er or a lustering. Similarly, quantization ells ould be alled lusters and quantization index ould be
referred to as lasses or luster labels. In the following we de ided to use the quantization terminology, keeping in mind that XA is not ne essarily ontinuous.
2

Appli ations and Previous Works

Traditional quantization aims at minimizing a distortion measure de ned in the signal
spa e, su h as the mean squared error [6℄. There is however already some literature
on quantization for maximal mutual information. This idea has a tually emerged
re ently in rather di erent ontexts we now detail.
2.1

Context quantization

In a re ent ontribution from Wu and Chou [13℄, a maximal mutual information
quantizer is utilized to lassify ontext ve tors in data ompression appli ations. We
wish to predi t the distribution of a variable XB given a ontext XA. Sin e the range
of XA is potentially very large, or even ontinuous, there is a need in quantizing
XA to a limited number of ontext lasses. Wu and Chou des ribe how to map
XA optimally onto the set f1; 2; : : : ; N g with a quantizer so that the onditional
entropy H (XB j (XA)) is minimal. This is stri tly equivalent to maximizing the
mutual information I ( (XA); XB ). In parti ular, they exhibit an exa t polynomial
algorithm for the binary ase XB = f0; 1g. They also mention the Lloyd-like approa h
we develop here.
Note that the implementation of this idea in a pra ti al data ompression system
is not straightforward, sin e optimal quantization, as we will see in the next se tion,
requires the knowledge of the probability distribution of XB given XA, whi h is not
available, otherwise we ould use it dire tly to en ode XB .
2.2

Information bottlene k method

In the so- alled information bottlene k method from Tishby, Pereira and Bialek [12℄, a
sto hasti map of the form p(k j xA) plays the role of the quantizer , and minimizes
I (K ; XB ) subje t to a onstraint on the value of I (K ; XA ). Tishby et al. des ribe an
algorithm for omputing these maps based on lassi al developments in rate-distortion
theory and similar to the Blahut-Arimoto algorithm [3℄. In a subsequent development
of the method [11℄, they des ribe a greedy heuristi algorithm for designing \hard
lusters", i.e. a deterministi quantizer, minimizing the same riteria. The algorithm
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is based on iterative merging of quantization ells, hoosing at ea h step the merging
that leads to the lowest de rease in mutual information. It is shown to perform
eÆ iently on do ument lustering tasks. Note that in that ase the onstraint on
I (K ; XA ) redu es to a onstraint on H (K ), sin e H (K j XA ) = 0.
2.3

Neural

omputation

Let us also noti e several re ent ontributions in the neural omputation ommunity
based on the same ideas, su h as [10, 4℄.
In [10℄, a soft lustering method is presented that minimizes the Kullba k-Leibler
divergen e between estimated distributions of auxiliary data, what we all XB , onditioned on primary data, here alled XA. As shown in the paper and in the next
se tion, this turns out to be equivalent to maximizing the mutual information between
the ategories and the auxiliary data XB . They propose a Hebb-type online learning
algorithm and relate this method to ompetitive learning and the information bottlene k method. The algorithm is illustrated on a gene expression data lustering
task. In [4℄, a maximum mutual information method is presented to dis over relevant features in stimuli of the ri ket er al sensory system using a joint relationship
between stimuli and neural responses. The approa h is strongly similar to the information bottlene k method and makes use of a maximum entropy approa h borrowed
from rate-distortion theory. It is also the only paper, apart from [13℄, that uses the
word "quantization". In both ases, no entropy onstraint was used, and the Lloyd
algorithm is not mentioned.
2.4

Cryptography

Suppose that two parties, say Ali e and Bob, have a ess to nonindependent random
variables XA and XB , respe tively. They wish to agree on a se ret digital key extra ted from these data. A simple way to pro eed is as follows: Ali e onstru ts a
key K = (XA), and sends a message to Bob, on a publi hannel, so that he an
re onstru t K using this information and his own data XB . The information leaked
to a potential eavesdropper is equal to the size of Ali e's message, whi h is lower
bounded by H (K j XB ). We wish to maximize the quantity of information shared by
Ali e and Bob, taking into a ount the lower bound on the leaked information. This
amounts to maximizing H (K ) H (K j XB ) = I (K ; XB ).
This idea has re ently been applied to a key distillation pro edure using ontinuous
quantum states [1℄.
3

Algorithm

We propose a method that follows the developments provided in [13℄ and inspired
from the Lloyd optimality onditions for ve tor quantizers [6℄. We assume that K
belongs to the set f1; 2; : : : ; N g.
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In order to avoid distinguishing ontinuous and dis rete random variables, we use
the following syntheti notation:
 R
the ontinuous ase,
hf; gi = Pf (fx()xg)(gx()xdx) in
in
the dis rete ase.
x
We also denote by PX the probability distribution of the random variable X .
is a solution of
arg max I (K ; XB )
(1)
= arg max H (XB ) H (XB j K )
(2)
= arg min H (XB j K )
(3)
= arg min H (XB j K ) H (XB j XA)
(4)
= arg min hPXA ; hPXB jXA ; log PXB jK ii + hPXA ; hPXB jXA ; log PXB jXA ii (5)
(6)
= arg minhPXA ; hPXB jXA ; log PPXB jXA ii
XB jK
= arg min EXA [D(PXB jXA k PXB jK )℄:
(7)
The fun tion D(p k q) = hp; log pq i is alled the Kullba k-Leibler (K-L) divergen e or
the relative entropy of p with respe t to q [3℄.
From the previous developments, we see that a realization xA of the ontinuous
value XA should be mapped by to the index (xA) su h that
N

(xA) = arg min
D(PXB jXA xA k PXB jK k );
(8)
k
that is, to the index k whose asso iated distribution PXB jK k is the nearest neighbor
of PXB jXA xA in terms of the K-L divergen e. This is equivalent to the rst Lloyd's
optimality ondition in lassi al ve tor quantization.
The nearest neighbor ondition in Eqn. (8), however, is tail-biting: the mapping
is de ned through the distributions PXB jK , whi h in turn depend on . This observation suggests an algorithm in whi h the mapping and the onditional distributions are
updated alternately. Let us de ne ffk gNk the odebook of probability distributions
for XB and the quantization ells Qk = fxA 2 XA j (xA) = kg, i.e. the subsets of
XA whose elements are mapped to the same quantization index k. The quantizer
is ompletely de ned by the partition fQk gNk . Algorithm 1 is applied, starting with
any initial quantizer . A suitable tie-breaking rule is used in the update step for Qk .
While this algorithm is an adaptation of the well-known generalized Lloyd algorithm, we an onsider that the agglomerative information bottlene k te hnique [11℄
is an adaptation of the Pairwise Nearest Neighbor algorithm [5℄ for ve tor quantizer
design.
The lo al optimization algorithm an be implemented in pra ti e using a training
set T of out omes of XA and applying the nearest neighbor rule (8) for ea h element
of the set. The algorithm be omes as des ribed in Algorithm 2.
=
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=

=

=
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Algorithm 1 A general alternate optimization algorithm
repeat
for k = 1; 2; : : : ; N do

fk

E [PXB jXA j XA 2 Qk ℄

Qk

fxA 2 XA j 8j 6= k D(PXB jXA

end for
for k = 1; 2; : : : ; N do

end for
until variation of EXA [D(PXB jXA

xA

=

k fj ) > D(PXB jXA

xA

=

k fk )g

k PXB jK )℄ be omes negligible

Algorithm 2 A pra ti al alternate optimization algorithm
repeat
for k = 1; 2; : : : ; N do

Tk
fk

fP
xA 2 T j (xA ) = kg
( xA2Tk PXB jXA xA )=jTk j
=

end for
for ea h xA 2 T do

(xA) arg minNk D(PXB jXA xA k fk )
end for
P
until variation of xA 2T D(PXB jXA xA k f xA )=jT j be omes negligible
=

=1

=

(

)

Note that when XB is a ontinuous random variable, evaluating the K-L divergen e may be a diÆ ult task, and it is probably simpler to quantize XB with a high
resolution quantizer, so that probability distributions are ve tors and integrals redu e
to dis rete sums. For this reason and for larity, we will hen eforth assume that the
set XB is nite.
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Properties

Quantization ells Qk have no spe ial stru ture. It is not ne essary, in parti ular, that
values of XA that are lose to ea h other lead to similar distributions for XB . On
16
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Figure 1: A ell Ck on the probability simplex for jXB j = 3
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the other hand, there exist quantization ells Ck on the probability simplex, the set
of ve tors of size jXB j with positive omponents summing to one. These ells ontain
all probability mass fun tions for XB orresponding to a given quantization index
k: Ck = fPXB jXA xA j (xA ) = kg. An illustration is given on Fig. 1. These ells
are onne ted and bounded by (jXB j 2)-dimensional hyperplanes. We rst show
that the optimal value of fk within a ell is the average probability mass fun tion
in that ell. In other words, ve tor quantizers minimizing the K-L divergen e obey
the entroid rule. In the following, g(:) is the probability density fun tion of the
distribution P = (P ; P ; : : : ; PjXB j) of XB within the ell Ck and the expe tation
Ek [:℄ denotes the expe ted value within that same ell. Hen e Ek [P ℄ is the jXB jdimensional ve tor (RCk P g(P )dP; RCk P g(P )dP; : : : ; RCk PjXB jg(P )dP ). Note that if
XA is a dis rete random variable, the probability density fun tion g (:) is a tually a
probability mass fun tion. The following dis ussion is without loss of generality.
We wish to show that fk = Ek [P ℄ is the solution of
Z
(9)
min hP; log fP ig(P )dP
=

1

2

1

2

k

Ck

subje t to h1; fk i = 1. This is easily a hieved by writing the Lagrangian ost
Z
P
J = h1; fk i + hP; log ig (P )dP:
(10)
f
Ck

k

Taking the derivative for ea h omponent j leads to
Z
1
ÆJ
= f
Pj g (P )dP = 0
Æf
k;j

k;j Ck
R
fk;j Ck Pj g

(11)

by identi ation, we nd  = 1 and =
(P )dP = Ek [Pj ℄, hen e fk = Ek [P ℄.
This entroid rule is important, be ause it proves that the alternate optimization
algorithm onverges: ea h of the two steps minimizes the K-L divergen e, and sin e
this quantity is always positive, the algorithm must onverge to a quantizer that is
lo ally optimal with respe t to both the nearest neighbor and the entroid rule.
Let us now ompute the exa t average K-L divergen e Dk within the ell Ck :
Z
Dk =
hP; log fP ig(P )dP
(12)
ZCk

k

=
(hP; log P i hP; log fk i) g(P )dP
(13)
Ck
= Ek [H (P )℄ hEk [P ℄; log fk i
(14)
but sin e fk = Ek [P ℄ we obtain
Dk = H (Ek [P ℄) Ek [H (P )℄:
(15)
When g(:) is a tually a probability mass fun tion, this expression is known as the
generalized Jensen-Shannon divergen e [7℄. We on lude that minimization of the
average K-L divergen e or the average Jensen-Shannon divergen e within a luster
are similar problems.
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Rate-Constrained Quantization

Just as in standard ve tor quantization [2℄, we an de ne a rate- onstrained algorithm
that does not restri t the range of K but rather put a onstraint on the rate of .
The rate is de ned di erently a ording to the target appli ation.
In the information bottlene k method, a onstraint is put on I (K ; XA) whi h we
have shown to redu e to H (K ) when is deterministi . We thus obtain a lassi al
entropy- onstrained ve tor quantizer. In the ryptography appli ation, the rate is
de ned as the minimal quantity of information needed by Bob to re onstru t K ,
hen e H (K j XB ).
These two entropy onstraints an be easily integrated in the previous algorithm.
For instan e if the rate is de ned as H (K ) then the obje tive fun tion we wish to
minimize is
EXA [D(PXB jXA k PXB jK )℄ + H (K ):
(16)
 is a positive Lagrangian multiplier that ontrols the tradeo between the K-L
divergen e and the entropy of the quantizer output. This translates straightforwardly
to the following modi ed nearest neighbor rule for en oding a realization xA of XA:

D(PXB jXA xA k PXB jK k )  log P [K = k℄ :
(17)
(xA) = arg min
k
=

6

=

Agglomerative Algorithm

We already mentioned the agglomerative information bottlene k method, the only
previously published method that deals with the exa t same problem. In this method,
quantization ells are iteratively merged until the mutual information rea hes a given
threshold. At ea h step, the pair of ells that leads to the minimum de rease in mutual
information { or, equivalently, the minimum in rease in K-L divergen e { is merged.
A property of the divergen e measure makes the omputation of the K-L divergen e
variation easy. We denote Dij the variation of the average K-L divergen e when
the quantization ells Qi and Qj (or Ci and Cj ) are merged, and Di[j the distortion
in the merged ell. We also de ne
P [K = i℄
;
(18)
i =
P [K = i℄ + P [K = j ℄
and j = 1 i . Then
Dij
(19)
P [K = i℄ + P [K = j ℄
= Di[j iDi j Dj
(20)
= (H (Ei[j [P ℄) Ei[j [H (P )℄) i (H (Ei[P ℄) Ei [H (P )℄)
j (H (Ej [P ℄) Ej [H (P )℄)
(21)
= H (iEi [P ℄ + j Ej [P ℄) i H (Ei[P ℄) j H (Ej [P ℄);
(22)
whi h is, again, a Jensen-Shannon divergen e between Ei[P ℄ and Ej [P ℄.
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Figure 2: Performan e omparisons
We propose a variant of this algorithm that takes into a ount the variation
H (K ) of the output entropy. Instead of hoosing the merge that minimizes the
average K-L divergen e in rease, we hoose the merge that minimizes the following
marginal return:
H (i Ei [P ℄ + j Ej [P ℄) i H (Ei[P ℄) j H (Ej [P ℄)
Dij =
H (K ) log(P [K = i℄ + P [K = j ℄) i log P [K = i℄ j log P [K = j ℄ ; (23)
i.e. that sele ts the most pro table merge in terms of the rate-divergen e slope.
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Experimental Comparison

We tested the following three algorithms
1. entropy- onstrained alternate optimization, as presented in se tion 5,
2. agglomerative information bottlene k as presented in [11℄,
3. modi ed agglomerative information bottlene k as presented in the previous se tion,
on two simple data sets. In the rst set, 'digrams', XA is de ned as a letter in
fa; b; : : : ; zg taken in an english text, and XB is the letter that immediatly follows
it. In the se ond set, ' lusters', the joint distribution of XA; XB is de ned as a
Gaussian mixture made up of four two-dimensional Gaussian pdf of varian es 1=16
whose enters are hosen randomly in [0; 1℄ . In this set, XB has been quantized to
30 di erent values, and we de ned 200 training ve tors. Results for the two sets are
shown on Fig. 2. For readability, we have linked su essive solution pairs.
We observe that the three algorithms have similar performan e in general, and
that the modi ed version of the agglomerative algorithm performs always at least as
2

8

well as the two others. The alternate optimization algorithm does not always yield a
solution lose to the two others urves, but the lower onvex hulls of the three urves
are in most ases indistinguishable.
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Gaussian Modeling

Let us assume that XB is a ontinuous random variable and that the onditional
distributions PXB jXA are Gaussian, or in some sense lose to Gaussian. Then a reasonable approximation of the K-L divergen e D(PXB jXA xA k fk ) that we wish to
minimize an be obtained by modeling fk by a Gaussian pdf f~k with the same mean
and varian e.
The error due to this approximation an be omputed as follows:
P
(24)
D(P k fk ) = hP; log i
fk
~
= hP; log P~ ffk i
(25)
fk k
~
(26)
= D(P k f~k ) + hP; log ffk i
=

k

The additional term hP; log ffkk i, the \distan e" between fk and its approximation,
averaged with respe t to P , should be minimized. It an be omputed to give an
indi ation of the goodness of the approximation.
Let f and f be two Gaussian pdf with respe tive means  and  and standard
deviations  and  . It is straightforward to show that
 1  + (  )
nats:
(27)
+
D(f k f ) = ln
 2
2
If XB jXA is multivariate Gaussian, a similar approximation of the K-L divergen e
an be obtained by modeling fk as a multivariate Gaussian with estimated ovarian e
matri es. Simple formulas for the K-L divergen e are still appli able. Even ner approximations have been re ently proposed by Lin, Saito and Levine in [8℄, using higher
order statisti s. All these ideas straightforwardly apply to our method. Properties of
the Voronoi diagram indu ed by the K-L divergen e in a Gaussian parametri spa e
are des ribed in [9℄.
~
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Con lusion

This optimization problem is ubiquitous in pattern lassi ation and ompression. It
has already been studied before, but we proposed to unify di erent existing views
through a ve tor quantization approa h. We introdu ed the entropy onstraint expli itly in both the Lloyd-like and the agglomerative algorithm and validated the idea
on two simple experiments. We also mentioned the use of Gaussian modeling that
ould lead to further developments in suitable appli ations.
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